Our rights have not encroached on by these Acts/Laws - they have been absolved, non-existent, decimated. They have allowed dangerous and illegal activities/behaviours to persist. They have filled our homes with deadly technology, polluted the air and water we use. They are also burdening the taxpayer with economic disaster.

1) The Wireless Communication Grid - is an uninsulated electrical grid. It has been deployed by passing any rigorous testing, follow up monitoring or allowing a fault complaints system. The system is illegal - it stimulates nerve/muscle tissue causing the "heat effect". The mechanism was reported to Canada Health 2010. Continuing Medical Credits have been authorised and taught to Professionals (American Academy of Family Physicians) across Canada. This is an experiment and no ethics committee would sanction it in there place of duty.

The SAR rating on any device is just a statement of absorption into body of radiation, NOT safety. The TOTAL radiation is not disclosed - from tower, router, antennae, - thus. "Foot" absorption of dangerous amounts radiation being absorbed. ARPANZAS A 3 - is 6 minute heating of a plastic head, cup salt water and a thermometer - mobile phone 5/8" inch away.

head - No. biology, electrics - human body included. NOR - towers, antennae, watts, routers, included in the SAR rating.
This is electromagnetic induction of any biological living organism. Plants, animals, populations, humans are being electrically induced and suffering. Undescribable damage. Ecosystem is being destroyed to quote Curtis Bennett. "Eccoliate".

Blanket radiation 900mhz - 1.8 billion cycles a measurable second. Human brain 8Hz, living in walls. 50Hz, nothing short, reckless carnage. NBN has seen devices. Emitting dangerous levels. RF/MW radiation in homes. Where people should be protected, comforted and be able to have freedom movement.

2.4ghz modems are now common place. People are also not being able to retain a landline thus exposing themselves. Family to RF/MW 24/7 - criminal - cell phone use 24/7.

Digital Revolution has seen industry manipulations and extort horrendous amounts precious funding only to install high-emitting RF/MW commercial Wi-Fi. Which no child or parent of that child has consented to worse still they were not told their child would be exposed 6hrs a day, 7days a week = 1200hrs a year. To an environmental pollutant that is a 2B. poss. carcinogen (but has all criteria to be Class 1 carcinogen). "Interfering electrochemical processes. It is a neurotoxin - genotoxin - alters blood brain barrier etc. change in white blood cells."

This is electromagnetic induction of any biological living organism. Plants, animals, populations, humans are being electrically induced and suffering. Undescribable damage. Ecosystem is being destroyed to quote Curtis Bennett. "Eccoliate".
Children are especially vulnerable. The nervous system myelination is not complete. It is criminal. Children are suffering due to exposure, health being compromised and severe damage needs to be avoided by removal of wireless RF/EMW technology from schools/homes—not "precautionary principle" enacted and children current and future rights to health maintained and respected as another I did not consent to my son being RF/EMW exposed 28 possible carcinogen at school—nor do I want him "sterilized" without consent.

We have been cautioned by Australian Neurosurgeons to stop using cell phones because damage from the frequencies.

The wireless grid is also damaging buildings, causing vibration and corrosion—building engineers do not allow vibration it damages structure and leads to refused building by the cost in coming liabilities is unimaginable unless Government reinstates our rights, our basic human rights.

The UN, cert. Rights of the Child are being dissallowed, our children have had their right to health, freedom from harm, to have a family. As parents, our right to protect our children from violence, good health, has been denied.
because of these Commonwealth Laws/Acts. Almost 20 of UNICEF rights have been breached. These Acts/Laws are also in direct opposition to and have degraded/deleted many Rights outlined in the International Bill of Human Rights.

Art 1 - They deny/disrespect human dignity/right to freedom.

Art 2 - Right to life. Unborn, born children are not being protected from RF/MW - they are being killed, injured, banned from devices, inappropriately sold, marketed + distributed - mothers, parents not being informed, denied critical science/information to protect their children.

Art 3 - People are being tortured by way wireless/technology - loss comfort, right to life, human threatened.

Art 4 - Electromagnetic Radiation has harmed people - right to liberty and security of person. Emissions, EMR has caused social isolation - also loss privacy, due collecting data, phones, smart meters etc. loss enjoyment life, health, body + reputation.

Art 8 - Loss respect private life/family life/home + loss comfort. EMR invaded privacy.

Art 12 - Right money. (EMR shown be genotoxic) been denied.

Art 14 - Being Discriminated and denied access to medical care, shopping, support from government.

The above laws are also in breach of Disabilities Act

Paul B

Article 5
8-30 (3-12-2010)
Personally I have severe Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity (microwave sickness). This occurred due to exposure to a device authorised to be sold by ACMA - it exposed me to 12,000 V/m² of microwave radiation for 3 months and subsequently ready cost my life as I drove a hybrid car for 2 weeks before suffering horrendous seizures from absorption bismuth/niobium from cell batteries/exposure to dangerous high EMF from AC/DC batteries.

I have been unable to access Medical care as Medical Practitioners are not trained.

I have been refused Disability based on Discrimination because Centrelink do not "acknowledge" EHS.

I have been subject to torture/harassment in my own property/person due to Council's failure to follow "standards" - transmitting 2.4/5ghz Commercial Wi-Fi (RFMW) throughout my home for well over a year (symptoms unbearable), I have loss of use, privacy, liberty (privacy/conflict) etc etc. I experienced more Discrimination in Dec. '14 when council deployed ANOTHER Commercial 2.4. 5ghz antenna behind my home. I advised them of damage/consequence; I was literally "assaulted" in my own home. 30 minutes I experienced.
the following:
* filling blasted from tooth.
* horrendous pain stomach.
  * muscles - legs.
  * face.
  * neck.
  * throat.
* inability to breathe.
* bleeding nose (lasted 3 weeks on exposure EMF)
* painful eardrums
* pain eyes.
* pain chest (DR's ECG).

Further discrimination Police refused to take a report and investigate, harassed and intimidated me to leave—no access legal recourse.
I cannot access healthcare. (EMF treated)
Disability payment (discrimination) cannot have freedom person, moved or body—what I do and where I go is determined by who is emitting what EMF from what device—
All thanks to the Telecommunications Act.
Insurance. Resources. SCOR-deem WIRELESS-High Risk!!

*In addition the. Hydro. Snowy Act.
allows. spraying into the air we breathe of. silver oxide. (known to be an aquatic poison.) and indium sesquioxide - semiconductor and tracer. These are making people sick and unable to get medical care.
The above Comm. Acts/Laws. have. allowed the Gov. to shift "burden on proof" onto parents, employers, and councils, principals. Must be reinstated to Gov. + Co-operators.
It has allowed deployment of a military-industrial complex - ("smart grid") that is killing, damaging, destroying all biological entities in its path. The frequencies are not compatible to humans. The electrical system is designed to be wired. Therefore protecting many of Human Rights, and Rights Child, and Rights Disabled.

Yours,

Regards

[Signature]

These Acts have/continue to allow:
* causing serious bodily harm
* seriously damages property
* endangers a person life
* creates serious risk to public and safety
* seriously interferes with seriously disrupts and/or destroys all human, animal, plant, electronic systems.
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